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Wikipedia, also referred to as the free encyclopedia, is the 6th most visited 

website. According to  a very recent article published by American Scientific, it 

represents an “undeniable useful global asset” thanks to the immensity and 

variety of topics it covers (American Scientific, 2016)

Every hour, 8 million of visitors access over 35 million articles in English but 

also in more than 250 other languages. Scientists however, feel skeptical over 

the reliability of the “open” encyclopedia. 

We will go over the arguments generally raised, counter them, and highlight 

how beneficial Wikipedia could be to scientists.

Introduction







It can be edited by anyone, regardless of their 

level of expertise

There is no peer-review process

What makes scientists

Wary about Wikipedia? 



It can be edited by anyone, 
regardless of their level of expertise

Publishing and keeping an article “alive” on Wikipedia both implies some strict

rules to follow.

necessity of neutral point of view (NPOV) and the encyclopedic nature of

Wikipedia.

reliable sources that are independent of the subject.
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It can be edited by anyone, 
regardless of their level of expertise1

The article about Barack Obama, for instance, has 418 footnotes.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barack_obama
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barack_obama
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barack_obama


There is no peer-review 
process

Wikipedia can be reviewed and corrected by the entire

community, including experts, knowledgeable amateurs, and

others devoted to Wikipedia’s mission .

Several user types are constantly watching over Wikipedia 

rollbacker, bot, oversight, checkuser, bureaucrat, 

administrator.
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reasons why 

scientists should 

edit Wikipedia8



Understanding the Open 

movement or ending up outdated1

Open 
science

Open access
Open 

source
Open 

government
Open data



Citing your own work as a 

reference, increasing your visibility2

Your work could be mentioned if it matches some requirements. For instance, it

should be published in a reputable resource.

Having your work mentioned in an article that is viewed thousands of times a

day might surely increase your visibility.







Practicing the scientific 

method3

The Wikipedia editing is similar to the scientific method in several points. 

It requires observable, empirical and measurable evidence : references.



Gaining access to a larger 

spectrum of sources4

35 million articles in english but also in more than 250 other languages

A  wide database of reliable sources : Every article is the sum of several 

sources on a specific subject.

Wikipedia can be a starting point for research









Joining a scientific community 

on Wikipedia and beyond5

Join  a scientific community through WikiProjects

Enrich information related to your discipline







Joining a scientific community 

on Wikipedia and beyond5



Using the wiki software as a 

tool for working collaboratively6

With Mediawiki, the open source software powering Wikipedia, scientists 

can work simultaneously, and remotely.

It is free to install use







Getting your research projects 

funded7
The Wikimedia Foundation, the institution behind Wikipedia, provides grants 

to projects and researches that show a relevant impact on Wikipedia





Helping local wiki initiatives by 

editing or providing sources8

Or initiate custom ones:

In 2014, researchers from Los Alamos National Laboratory were able to make extremely 

accurate forecasts about the spread of dengue fever in Brazil and flu in the U.S., Japan, 

Poland and Thailand by examining Wikipedia search data (LA Times, 2014).

Participate in our current projects…



JOIN US #WIKICIV !




